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  One of the things I have learned by transferring Shinkiko energy to many people 

many times is that when a spirit appears, his response becomes stronger temporarily, 

reaches its peak at a certain point and then gets weaker, and eventually, he fades away.   

The late chairman often used to say that --- to use his words --- “spirits appear to 

disappear.”   When spirits appear, it starts and ends this way without exception.   

Suppose, a ki receiver starts complaining of pain, for example.   If the pain is caused 

by a spirit inside him and if it is an emotional one, it gets worse as the spirit receives ki 

and reaches its peak at a certain point.   Sometimes another part of your body starts to 

hurt, but it too will disappear eventually.   Also, if something wrong happens within 

the ki receiver’s heart, such as feeling sorrow, it gets worse and reaches its peak, and 

then disappears likewise.   It may sound strange, but if a negative response gets worse 

as a ki receiver receives Shinkiko energy, it must be an influence from negative-minded 

spirits. 

  One time when I was sending ki to a young man in his twenties, he was calm at first, 

but suddenly started shouting, “You bastard, I’ll kill you!” and ran wild throwing 

around his both arms.   It seemed that it was a spirit of a drug addict who was killed in 

a fight.   Normally people get frightened in such a situation, but I kept on sending ki 

pretending I was nonchalant.   For a while the situation worsened but soon he got 

calmer.   Eventually the young man came back to himself and said, “What on earth 

happened?” looking puzzled. 

  Why do such things happen?   I think that these things must be caused by 

negative-minded spirits who could no longer hide inside ki receivers.   Spirits hiding 

inside the living must want to use the body as long as they want and as much as they 

like, as if they own it.   In that case, the best thing for them is not to let the owner of 

the body know they exist inside him or her.   Showing just a slight sign of them will 

be very disadvantageous for them.   But as the spirits receive Shinkiko energy, they 

will loom out and eventually be found.   And if ki senders become frightened at this 

point, the amount of energy they are sending will decrease and they will fall in the 

spirits’ trap; the spirits immediately detect their hearts’ confusion.    

  So, whenever seemingly strong negative responses occur while receiving Shinkiko 

energy by using a High Genki apparatus, listening to Onki music and all that, I try to 



think that the energy is working fine.   When negative things happen, you may have a 

hard time for a while, but eventually you will feel better. 
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